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1. Introduction  

Gymnastics Australia (GA) recognises the importance of providing an environment which is 

welcoming, safe and inclusive. Additionally, GA acknowledges that whilst it is an important 

element of the artistry of our sport, clothing and uniform restrictions can pose limitations on 

an individual's capacity to express themselves authentically. As part of this commitment, GA 

has established the Uniform Policy (this Policy) to outline to the gymnastics community the 

necessary requirements for participation and competition at national events. 

Diversity is a significant part of Australian culture, and we want to ensure that this is reflected 

within the gymnastics community. Providing appropriate clothing options for all individuals, 

regardless of their gender, how a person identifies themselves, or their cultural and religious 

backgrounds, reduces participation barriers and delivers a thriving and sustainable sport. It is 

important to promote and support inclusivity within Gymnastics, by allowing more choice and 

flexibility with uniforms, if it is safe to do so.  

This policy provides all GA Gymsports uniform requirements for participation and competition 

at the National Clubs Carnival and Australian Championships.  

The policy applies to both national and international stream athletes. Australian levels 

program (ALP’s) athletes not in the international stream, are permitted to utilise the inclusive 

uniform options (section 7) in this policy. International stream athletes’ uniforms are required 

to meet the Federation Internationale De Gymnastique (FIG) requirements  

 This policy has been developed for GA National Events and with the view of states and 

territory associations adopting and utilising this policy for their sanctioned events. 

The policy has been developed in conjunction with a range of stakeholders including national 

commissions, GA integrity, state and territory associations, GA Athletes Commission, 

community members and the Youth Advisory Panel. 
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2.  Definitions  

Activity means a GA Sanction Competition, event, training or activity, educational activities, 

whether on a one-off basis, an ongoing basis or as part of a series and is sanctioned or 

organised by Gymnastics Australia. 

Athlete – see ‘Participant’.  

Board means the board of Gymnastics Australia 

Gymnastics means the sport of gymnastics, as governed by Gymnastics Australia.  

Gymnastics Australia (GA) means the national governing body for Gymnastics within Australia. 

Member means a member of Gymnastics Australia under its constitution, including:  

(a) Member Organisations, which means a member of Gymnastics Australia including 

each:  

(i) Association Member (each State and Territory Association);  

(ii) Club Member; and  

(iii) Affiliates that are members of an Association Member or Gymnastics 

Australia.  

(b) Individual Members, which means individuals who are registered with a Member 

Organisation or Gymnastics Australia and include:  

(i) Participant Members;  

(ii) Technical Members;  

(iii) Honorary Members; and  

(iv) Life Members. 

National Events means the Australian Gymnastics Championships and the National Clubs 

Carnival or any other event sanctioned by GA.  

Participant means: 

a) Athletes who are registered with or entitled to participate in a Member Organisation or a 
Gymnastics Australia Activity. 

b) Coaches appointed to train an Athlete or Team in a Member Organisation or Gymnastics 
Australia Activity. 

c) Administrators who have a role in the administration or operation of a Member 
Organisation or Gymnastics Australia, including owners, directors, committee members 
or other persons. 

d) Judges appointed to judge at a Member Organisation or Gymnastics Australia Activity. 
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e) Support Personnel who are appointed in a professional or voluntary capacity by a 
Member Organisation or Gymnastics Australia including sports science and sports 
medicine personnel, team managers, and team staff members. 

 
Prohibited Conduct means the conduct proscribed at clause 9 of this Policy. 

Relevant Organisation - means any of the following organisations: 

a) Gymnastics Australia 
b) Member Organisation which means and includes: 

i. Member Organisations - see ‘Member’, including any club, school or group that 
enters a Team to participate in an Activity; and 

ii. Authorised Providers, which means any non-Member organisations authorised to 
conduct Activities sanctioned by Gymnastics Australia or a Member Organisation; 

c) Team, which means a collection or squad of athletes who participate in a Member 
Organisation or Gymnastics Australia Activity; and 

d) Any other organisation who has agreed to be bound by this Policy. 
 

Relevant Person means any of the following persons: 

a) Individual Member – see ‘Member’; 
b) Participant; 
c) Employee; 
d) Contractor, which means any person or organisation engaged to provide services for or 

on behalf of Gymnastics Australia or a Member Organisation, and includes agents, 
advisers and subcontractors of Gymnastics Australia or a Member Organisation and 
employees, officers, volunteers and agents of a contractor or subcontractor; 

e) Volunteer, which means any person engaged by Gymnastics Australia or a Member 
Organisation in any capacity who is not otherwise an Employee or Contractor, including 
directors and office holders, Coaches, Judges, Administrators and Team and Support 
Personnel; and 

f) Any other individual who has agreed to be bound by this Policy. 

3. Jurisdiction 

3.1 Who this Policy applies to: 
 
a) This Policy applies to and binds all: 

i. Relevant Persons; and 
ii. Relevant Organisations. 

b) By participating in an Activity, a Participant is deemed to have agreed to be bound by 
this Policy. 

c) Any Relevant Person or Relevant Organisation who: 
i. has had an Alleged Breach of this Policy referred to the Conduct and Discipline 

Policy; and  
ii. was bound by this Policy at the time the Alleged Breach occurred or when they 

became aware that an Alleged Breach may have occurred; and 
iii. would, for any reason, otherwise have ceased to be bound by this Policy at any 

time after the Alleged Breach occurred or when they became aware that an 
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Alleged Breach may have occurred, remains bound by the Policy in respect of the 
Alleged Breach and any related Alleged Breach until the disciplinary process has 
been finalised in accordance with GA’s Conduct and Discipline Policy. 

4. Responsibility 

GA has committed to ensuring the sport of Gymnastics is safe, welcoming and inclusive. 

Importantly, Relevant Persons and Relevant Organisations play a crucial role in this 

commitment and are encouraged to contribute to the elimination of any inappropriate 

behaviour by: 

a) Complying with this Policy; and 
b) Reporting any perceived incidence of non-compliance with this Policy to GA’s Integrity 

Team, and to maintain confidentiality while the incident is being resolved. 
 
GA’s National Integrity Team 
Email: integrity@gymnastics.org.au 
Phone: (03) 8698 9700 (Option 0) 
Online Form: Raise a Concern 

  

https://support.gymnastics.org.au/new-conversation/raise-an-integrity-concern/
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5. Athletes Uniform Requirements   

Athlete uniform specifications are found in the FIG Code of Points and Australian Levels 
Programs (ALP’s), however, athletes will also have additional uniform options with the 
implementation of this Policy (see sections 7 & 8). If you are competing in an international 
stream competition (in Australia or overseas), please ensure your uniform meets all FIG 
regulations for the specific Gymsport. 
 

5.1 Australian Championships 

a) Participants must be in State tracksuits for presentations - no singlets, bike shorts or 
leggings. 

b) Uniforms should be identical in colour theme and design, but different arm and leg lengths 
and/or form fitting shorts/longs are allowed.  

c) National emblems can only be worn athletes who have represented Australia at an 
International event. 

d) State/Territory emblems can be worn on uniforms and need to be in the appropriate 
State/Territory colours.  If the colours are not represented, the State/Territory must first 
gain approval from the National Technical Commission for the relevant Gymsport. 

e) State/Territory Member Associations will determine rules regarding branding on uniforms 
and in keeping with FIG regulations. 

5.2 National Clubs Carnival 

a) Uniforms should be identical in colour theme and design, but different arm and leg lengths 
and/or form fitting shorts/longs are allowed.  

b) Full club attire must be worn by all athletes when on the competition floor for presentations. 

c) Club team members (including individual athletes) must wear the club uniform in all rounds 
of their respective division. 

6. Additional Uniform Requirements 

6.1 Coaches  

a) Coaches are required to wear their club uniform for National Clubs Carnival and their 
state/territory uniform for the Australian Gymnastics Championships. 

b) Coaches are required to wear enclosed footwear with non-marking soles  

 
6.2 Judges  

Judges are required to wear the uniform outlined in the 2022-2024 FIG General Judges Rules 
for the Australian Championships and the National Clubs Carnival. Gymnastics for All (GfA) 
judges may be requested to wear alternative judging attire. This will be communicated by the 
GfA commission prior to an event. 

  

https://www.gymnastics.sport/site/rules/#1
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7. Inclusive Uniform Options 

 The below table outlines traditional gymnastics uniform options and additional inclusive 

options that are available to participants for each Gymsport. Depending on the Gymsport and 

the apparatus, some options outlined below are not to be used for safety purposes. Please see 

the legend below for specifics. 

Gymsport GfA MAG WAG RG TRP ACR AER 

Traditional 

Gymnastics longs ✓² ✓²   ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Traditional 

Gymnastics shorts ✓ ✓² ✓²  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Leotard/Unitard with 

varying arm and leg 

lengths 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

Form fitting cultural 

and religious 

headwear 4 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Form fitting 

shirt/singlet under 

leotard ¹ 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Form fitting 

shorts/variable length 

leggings over/under 

leotards ¹ 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Club shirt/singlet ✓ ✓³      

¹ Close fitting, secure and free of any loose or metal fastenings (ties, zips, buttons etc) and no 

pockets on the garment. Shirts/singlets cannot move on the participant’s body. 

² Safety considerations need to be given on the uniform chosen, depending on the specific 

apparatus. Traditional longs should not be used on floor or beam as it reduces traction or 
gymnastics shorts should not be used on bars or pommel due to safety. 

³ Masters divisions at National Clubs only. 
4Please refer to the 2022 FIG Rules – Competition Clothing and Advertising Appendix E (Head 

Covering Provision).  

https://www.gymnastics.sport/site/rules/#12
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8. Gymsports Uniform Requirements  
8.1 Gymnastics for All 

Freestyle Gymnastics (FreeG) 

a) The competition uniform must be such that the body line and sportive stature of the athlete 
is recognizable. The general impression must be clean and sportive (no holes, torn or ripped 
attire). 

b) The competition uniform should ensure that all movements can be executed in perfect 
safety. Loose and additional items not outlined in the section 7 table are not permitted. 

c) Athletes may wear suitable sport or running footwear at their choice. 
 

TeamGym  

a) Club shirts and tops (form fitting) must not fall off when completing a skill. Coaches need to 
be able to safely spot gymnasts if required. 

b) Wearing gymnastics footwear is optional on each apparatus.  

 
Performance 

a) The competition uniform should ensure that all movements can be executed in perfect 
safety. 

  
8.2 Men’s Artistic Gymnastics 

a) Participants have the option of wearing of gymnastic footwear and/or socks. 

b) The competition attire must be the same theme and design for members from the same 
state/territory in the qualification and team final competitions. In the qualification, individual 
gymnasts from the same state/territory (without a team) may wear different competition 
attire. 

c) Club shirts are permitted for master’s divisions at National Clubs Carnival. 

d) Leotard requirements are available in the FIG MAG 2022-24 Code of Points (Article 2.3 
Duties of the Gymnast – Competition Attire). 

 

8.3 Women’s Artistic Gymnastics 

a) Gymnasts may perform their exercises with bare feet or gymnastics footwear. 

b) State competition attire must be worn for team qualifications (Day 1) with optional attire for 
finals (day 2). 

c) Leotard requirements are available in the FIG WAG 2022-24 Code of Points (2.3.2 
Competition Attire). 

  

https://www.gymnastics.sport/site/rules/#2
https://www.gymnastics.sport/site/rules/#3
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8.4 Rhythmic Gymnastics 

a) Gymnasts may perform their exercises with bare feet or gymnastics footwear. 

b) Leotard requirements are available in the FIG 2022-24 RG Code of Points (Dress of 
Gymnastics 10.1). 

 

8.5 Trampoline Gymnastics  

a) For finals, participants may wear optional uniform approved by the state/territory 
association. 

b) Leotard requirements are available in the FIG 2022-24 TRP Code of Points (6. Dress for 
Gymnasts and Spotters) 

 

8.6 Acrobatic Gymnastics 

a) Partners must wear complementary attire.  

b) Participants may perform in leotards with skirts.  

c) Competitors may perform with or without footwear which are to be flesh, white or the 
colour of the attire. 

d) Leotards with/without skirt requirements are available in the FIG 2022-24 ACR Code of 
Points (2.3 Dress Code). 

 

8.7 Aerobic Gymnastics  

a) Competitors must have feet covered with socks or tights for all divisions. 

b) White aerobics footwear or runners are required (excludes AeroSchools).   

c) AeroSchools competitors may wear school sport uniform. 

d) Leotard requirements are available in the FIG 2022-24 AER Code of Points (2.3 Dress Code). 

 

9. Prohibited Conduct 

Prohibited Conduct is when a Relevant Person or Relevant Organisation commits a breach of 

this Policy when they, either alone or in conjunction with another or others, engage in any of 

the following conduct against one or more Relevant Person or Relevant Organisations, in the 

circumstances outlined below: 

a) Deductions for additional clothing options that are permitted under this Policy  

b) Not permitting a participant to perform due to their choice of inclusive clothing 

c) Suggest or imply that a participant should not perform due to their choice in additional 
clothing. 

a) Not allowing participants to choose a complementary style club or team uniform that is not 
identical to others. 

 

https://www.gymnastics.sport/site/rules/#5
https://www.gymnastics.sport/site/rules/#7
https://www.gymnastics.sport/site/rules/#8
https://www.gymnastics.sport/site/rules/#8
https://www.gymnastics.sport/site/rules/#4
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In circumstances where a Relevant Person or Relevant Organisation is suspected of 

committing a breach of this Policy, GA may refer the matter (at GA’s absolute discretion) for 

determination under GA’s Conduct and Dispute Policy as an Alleged Breach of this policy.  

10. Interpretation and Other Information 

10.1  Application and Commencement 
 

a) The Policy has been approved by the GA Board and replaces the uniform requirements 
contained within the technical regulations of each Gymsport. 

b) This Policy: 

i. Commences on the date outlined in the Review History Table (November 2022) 

ii. Is subject to Gymnastics Australia’s constitution and if there is any inconsistency, the 
constitution will prevail; and 

iii. When in force, is binding on all Relevant Organisations and Relevant Persons. 

 
10.2  Amendment 
a) This Policy may be amended from time to time and such amendments will be effective on 

the date specified by the authorised approver. 

 
10.3  Interpretation 

The following rules of interpretation apply to the Framework including the associated 

documents: 

a) Headings are for convenience only and shall not be deemed part of the substance of the 
document or to affect in any way the language of the provisions to which they refer.  

b) Words in the singular include the plural and vice versa.  

c) Reference to 'including' and similar words are not words of limitation.  

d) Words importing a gender include any other gender.  

e) A reference to a clause is a reference to a clause or subclause of this Policy.  

f) Where a word or phrase is given a particular meaning, other parts of speech and 
grammatical forms of that word or phrase have corresponding meanings.  

g) In the event any provision of this Policy is determined invalid or unenforceable, the 
remaining provisions shall not be affected, and the document shall not fail because any part 
of it is held invalid.  

h) Except as otherwise stated herein, failure to exercise or enforce any right conferred by this 
Policy shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any such right nor operate to bar the exercise 
or enforcement thereof or of any other right on any other occasion;  

i) Defined terms are Capitalised and consistent across the Policy and associated documents. 


